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            Geography  AS/A Level  2017-2018 

 

Information for our new Year 12 Geography students 

A warm welcome to all those students planning to start the Geography AS and A Level courses in 

September this year.  Included below is some information about the Geography course for next 

year.  This is an exciting time for Geography with a new specification having started just in 2016 and 

some really interesting topics.  If you would like more information please don’t hesitate to come 

and talk to any of the Geography Department.   

Included below is a brief outline of both the one year AS Geography course and the full two year A 

level course.  There are then some suggested summer tasks, including an introductory list of 

sources of information and four sample articles to read which relate to the first two topic areas you 

will be studying in the autumn term.  This list does not include core textbooks; there is no need for 

these to be read at this stage. 

 

Geography course overview 

We will be following the new Edexcel AS and A Level Geography 2016 specification. You may 

choose to have a look at Edexcel’s website which has a lot of information about the Geography 

course.  If you do, make sure you are looking at information and resources specific to the new 2016 

specification (not the old 2008 specification). 

 

AS Geography (one year course) 
 

Paper 1 Dynamic Landscapes Paper 2 Dynamic Places 
 

Written examination 1 hour, 45 minutes in 
May/June 2018 
50% of the qualification 

Written examination 1 hour, 45 minutes In 
May/June 2018 
50% of the qualification 

Topic 1  Tectonic Processes and Hazards Topic 3  Globalisation 

Topic 2  Glaciated Landscapes and Change Topic 4  Diverse Places (population and places) 
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The AS Geography is  a stand-alone one year course.  However, for those of you planning to do the 

full  two year A level in Geography an outline of the topics is provided below.  Again, Fieldwork is 

important for your A Level as you will need the primary data collected in Year 12 and in the Autumn 

term of Year 13  (along with a possible additional day’s fieldwork in London) to complete your 

Independent  Investigation  (a 4000 word project). The emphasis for this piece of work is very much 

on students working independently – from creating your own title, carrying out your own data 

collection and analysis, to taking responsibility for the writing up and presentation of the final 

project.  Your teachers can support you in developing the appropriate skills for primary data 

fieldwork and secondary data research. 

 

A Level Geography (two year course) 
 

Paper 1 Dynamic Landscapes Paper 2 Dynamic Places 
 

Written examination 2 hours, 15 minutes in 
May/June 2019 
30% of the qualification 

Written examination 2 hours, 45 minutes In 
May/June 2019 
30% of the qualification 

Topic 1  Tectonic Processes and Hazards Topic 3  Globalisation 
 

Topic 2  Glaciated Landscapes and Change Topic 4  Diverse Places 
 

Topic 5  Water Cycle and Water insecurity Topic 7  Superpowers 
 

Topic 6  The Carbon Cycle and Energy  
               Security 

Topic 8  Global Development and Connections 

Paper 3: Synoptic Investigation Coursework: Independent 
Investigation 

Fieldwork is a very important part of the 

Geography AS/A Level.  In Year 12 you will have 

several days of residential fieldwork out of 

London in which you will focus on developing  

the skills  to investigate the evidence of Glacial  

landscapes and the issues  within the  Diverse 

Places’ topic.  In the AS course your fieldwork 

skills will be examined within questions in the 

above two Papers. 

 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwji0_K2-dvNAhXEL8AKHeDOB_4QjRwIBw&url=https://www.dur.ac.uk/geography/undergraduate/fieldwork/&bvm=bv.126130881,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNFgrBTb6XAePAfrjNSu2FC7OLclDw&ust=1467795140625431
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Written examination 2 hours, 15 minutes in 
May/June 2019 
20% of qualification 

Non Examined Assessment. 
Submitted in early 2019 
20% of the qualification 

This paper examines three synoptic themes 
(Players, Attitudes and actions, Futures and 
uncertainties) covering content from across 
all topic areas above. The synoptic 
investigation is based on a geographical 
issue within a place based context.  

Students choose a question or issue for 
investigation which relates to one of the above 
topics. The coursework must then use primary data 
collected on fieldwork and include analysis, 
evaluation and presentation of this data. The 
written coursework will be 3000-4000 words. 

 _______________________________________              

 

                  Geography summer tasks   

         
   
 
Here are some summer tasks that will help you prepare for the Geography course.
 

1. Read through this hand-out and the course overview above to familiarise yourself with the 
course.   

2. Read the four sample articles included below (relevant to our first two topics): two relate to 
the Globalisation topic and two are useful for the topic on Tectonic Processes and Hazards. 

3. From the suggested sources list below try to select a couple of the ‘consistently good 
Geographically relevant material’ sources and do a little extra reading over the summer – 
this is a very good habit to get into for next year. 

4. Keep a record of any ‘Geography in the news’ stories that crop up in the summer – use the 
grid below as an outline (or alternatively you can design your own). It would be interesting if you 
could bring one or two of these ‘stories’ or news items into the first class in September to share with 
your new class. 
 

Date  Geographical 
issue/story  

Details  Source of 
information  

 
 

   

 

5. Lastly, if you go away on holiday (UK or abroad) put your Geography specs on. How can you 
view this place as a Geographer?  Consider the  social, economic and environmental 
environment that you see. Write us a geographical postcard  and tell us about the 
geography of the place you are visiting – send it to The Geography Department, Fortismere 
School, Tetherdown, Muswell Hill, London N10 1NE 
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Some suggested resources Where you will find 
 

Geography Review (published by Hodder Education 
Philip Allan). Aimed specifically at AS/A Level 
students. 

School library (reference only)  or subscribe. 
Many back copies available in the library.  A 

reduced school rate will be available to Geography students 
from September 

The Economist Newsagents or public libraries 
 

New Scientist Newsagents or public libraries 
Economics Review (published by Hodder Education 
Philip Allan).  Some articles may be helpful for 
Globalisation and Diverse Places topics.  

School library (reference only)  or subscribe.  
Many back copies available in the library.   

Biological Sciences Reivew (published by Hodder 
Education Philip Allan).  Some articles may be helpful 
for  Water Cycle and Carbon Cycle topics 

School library (reference only)  or subscribe.  Many 
back copies available in the library.  

National Geographic  Some articles online 
(www.nationalgeographic.com) or subscription 
or at newsagents. 
 

Quality newspapers such as The Times, The Guardian  
(print and online). 

Newsagents or public libraries.  Many articles 
online although some require subscription. 

Also, The Daily Telegraph (called The Telegraph 
online) and the i newspapers 

Available in the School library (reference only) 
as well as newsagents, public libraries. 

The Independent (online only now) 
 

www.independent.co.uk 

Online and TV news:  BBC online news, Sky News, 
ITV News and Channel 4 News 

www.bbc.co.uk                     www.itv.com/news 
www.channel4.com             news.sky.com. 

Useful TV programme: 
Countryfile and  Newsnight  

Weekly  - both on BBC 2 or iPlayer 

Radio 4 (& other) news programmes Many valuable weekly programmes on range of 
topics as well as daily news. 

Or visit: The Royal Geographical Society (exhibitions, 
resources) or see resources online 

www.rgs.org or visit exhibitions at the Society in 
Kensington Gore, London SW7 

Natural History Museum (See Earth Sciences gallery) www.nhm.ac.uk or visit exhibitions at the museum 
on Cromwell Road, London SW7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.channel4.com/
http://www.sky/
http://www.rgs.org/
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/
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Article one. Tsunami Protection in Thailand.  

 Source:  Geography Review Sept 2012. Author: Stuart Turner 

 

 

Topic 1: Tectonic Processes and Hazards – sample articles 
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______________________________________________________ 

Article 2: Dankalia: the shaping of a hostile environment.  

Source: Geography Review April 2013. Author: Charlie Jenkinson
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Article 3: Neoliberalism's 'trade not aid' approach to development ignored 

past lessons. 

Source: The Guardian, 30
th

 Oct 2012. Author: Simon Reid-Henry 

Neoliberal development policy was radical and abstract, but its uncompromising approach proved 
dangerous in the real world  It is the age-old story of counter-revolution: not the restoration of the 
monarchy kind, but the intellectual kind, as the pendulum of ideas in development thinking swings back from 
the structuralism of the 1970s left towards the new right of the 1980s. 

Before we take a look at the nature and substance of this counter-revolution, however, it's worth 
considering what became of the competing ideas of modernisation theory and dependency theory. 
Underdevelopment theorists blamed the advanced countries for exploiting and so creating the 
poverty of the poor. Modernisation theorists saw the presumed weaknesses of poor societies as 
the primary barrier to future prosperity. Nonetheless, both approaches focused principally on the 
interplay of states and markets. As a result, neither fully captured the complex challenges 
confronting poorer countries at the time. 

Perhaps the principal upshot of this was what would become known as the "impasse" in 
development studies. This impasse led to considerable and often illuminating debates. But it was 
perceived by many at the time to symbolise a policy as much as an academic dead end. And, 
crucially, for a while it ceded the future to those prepared to come forth with bolder, brassier ideas. 
By the early 80s, that meant the new right. 

The new right was a broad church. Its ideological home was provided by the governments of 
Margaret Thatcher in Britain and Ronald Reagan in the US. But its practical levers were the 
institutions of the Washington Consensus – the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Gatt, which would later become the World Trade 
Organisation) – and its momentum was provided by a more general sense of excitement about 
what is today (far too pejoratively) referred to as globalisation. 

At the heart of the new right project was a particular constellation of ideas and policies known as 
neoliberalism. Neoliberalism is often used today as shorthand for any idea that is pro-market and 
anti-government intervention, but it is actually more specific than this. Above all, it is the 
harnessing of such policies to support the interests of big business, transnational corporations and 
finance. It seeks not so much a free market, therefore, as a market free for powerful interests. 

In terms of development policy, neoliberalism often boiled down to the belief that an intensified 
globalisation was itself development, the two being inseparable sides of the same virtuous coin. 
Hence, instead of seeing that poor countries would be best served through appropriate targeted 
policies (limiting domestic vulnerability to the global market through protectionist measures like 
tariffs, say, as South Korea was doing), neoliberals claimed that – since global free markets were 
both the means and the desired end of development – the only viable object of development policy 

Topic 2:  Globalisation – sample articles 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/oct/08/us-economist-walt-rostow-development
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/oct/22/resource-extraction-colonialism-legacy-poor-countries
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/mar/07/china-usa
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2002/oct/31/globalisation.simonjeffery
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was to do whatever necessary to make local markets and societies "fit" with the new global 
imperatives that the rich world's drive to internationalisation was bringing into focus. 

Accordingly, neoliberal development policy was both radical and abstract and, like all such 
prescriptions, was to be applied strictly according to the instructions. That usually called for several 
policies. The local state was to do no more (or rather, no less) than facilitate the conditions for 
"market society". At the same time, all barriers to foreign investment would ideally be pulled down, 
the domestic labour force would be "restructured", industry would be privatised, and the profit 
motive would become the organising value of social life. This, in short, was the "trade not aid" 
approach to development. Get the market conditions right, went the theory, get that too easily 
corrupted (if not corrupting) state out of the way, and social justice and human development would 
follow automatically. 

Alas, such an uncompromising approach was always likely to come to blows – if not inflict a few of 
its own – in the real world. And for all that neoliberalist development policy may with reason claim 
to have overcome some of the problems of earlier development approaches – an overreliance on 
the state as the main agent of change, say – it soon become clear it had also ignored their most 
important lessons. Most neoliberals, for example, were convinced that the structuralism of earlier 
development economists betrayed an excessively political bent to which their own, more 
"scientific" theories were immune. 

It was precisely this sort of dogmatism that made neoliberalism itself so much more dangerous than 
the previous generation of ideas. Too many nations were to witness this at first hand in the 1980s. 
First via the rather callous settlement to the 1980s debt crisis that neoliberals called for (there 
could be no mitigating factors for third world debt, they claimed: even debt accrued illegitimately 
by former leaders for personal gain was to be paid back, plus the interest), then at the hands of the 
IMF's so-called structural adjustment policies (which frequently used poor countries' existing debt 
as a lever for drawing yet more market-friendly reforms out of them). 

Though heavily criticised, neoliberal development theories are still alive and well in the halls of 
economic and political power today 

___________________________________________________________________________. 

Article 4: The post-2015 development agenda explained 

Source: The Guardian. 31
st

 Oct 2012. Author: Mark Tran 

Where are we on the post-2015 development agenda? 

In May, Ban Ki-moon, the UN secretary general named UK prime minister David Cameron, Liberian 
president Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, and President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono of Indonesia, as co-chairs 
of a high-level panel to advise him on the global development agenda after 2015, the expiry date 
for the millennium development goals (MDGs). That was followed by the naming of a 26-member 
panel that will work on a report, setting out a "bold yet practical vision", to be submitted to Ban in 
May. Homi Kharas, a former World Bank economist, now at the Brookings Institution think tank in 

http://www.dfid.gov.uk/News/Latest-news/2012/Global-development-shaping-the-future-post-2015/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/millennium-development-goals
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/aug/01/panel-lead-global-development-agenda-named
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/aug/01/panel-lead-global-development-agenda-named
http://www.brookings.edu/experts/kharash
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Washington, is the lead author of the report. The first draft is expected in March. The co-chairs and 
panelists are holding their first substantive meetings this week in London. 

What is the theme of this week's meetings? 

Household poverty is the focus this week – both defining it and looking at ways to get households 
out of poverty. Subsequent meetings in Liberia and Indonesia will focus on national development 
and global partnerships respectively, followed by a final meeting in New York in May. There will be 
three sessions in London. The first one takes place on Wednesday, and has been organised by No 
10 and the UK's Department for International Development. It will feature several external speakers 
– include Hans Rosling, described as a data visionary – who will expose the panel to Britain's 
thinking and ideas. 

What is Britain's thinking on development? 

The prime minister has said he wants to shift the debate away from the quantity of aid given and 
towards what he calls the "golden thread" of development. This involves not only aid but also 
stable government, lack of corruption, human rights, the rule of law and transparent information. 
Cameron carries clout because the UK is on course to meet the long-standing UN target of spending 
0.7% of gross national income on aid next year. The UK government has protected Britain's aid 
budget from cuts despite grumbling from within its ranks that aid should take a hit along with other 
sectors of government at a time of economic crisis. 

What has been the reaction to the golden thread? 

Development experts have welcomed the golden thread approach, but with caveats. Owen Barder, 
Europe director of the Centre for Global Development thinktank, says the golden thread stresses 
free markets, jobs and growth, but not other ways to encourage positive social and economic 
change, such as reducing inequality, tackling the power of elites, providing social protection, and 
ensuring a strong voice for civil society. Ivan Lewis, Labour's shadow secretary for international 
development, says the 0.7% target has to be accompanied by meaningful climate change targets, 
the removal of barriers to fair trade, fair and transparent taxes, universal human rights, social 
protection, free access to quality compulsory education, and health services. The panellists will 
meet on their own on the second day and Friday will involve "outreach" to NGOs and the private 
sector, and discussions on how to reach out to the most excluded, to get their views on the post-
2015 development agenda. 

How does the high-level panel's work fit in with Rio+20? 

The Rio+20 summit on sustainable development, held in June, agreed a plan to set global 
sustainable development goals that address global environmental management, protect the 
oceans, improve food security, and promote a "green economy". Climate change and anti-poverty 
are inextricably linked. For example, repeated drought in the Sahel can only drive people deeper 
into poverty unless measures are taken to protect them from such repeated shocks. A working 
group is being set up following Rio+20 to work on sustainable development goals, so there are 
parallel tracks on a post-2015 development agenda; the trick for Ban is to combine them into one. 
The UN's special adviser on post-2015 development planning, Amina Mohammed, has told MPs on 

http://www.ted.com/speakers/hans_rosling.html
http://www.number10.gov.uk/news/david-cameron-new-york-university/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/owen-barder
http://www.cgdev.org/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/poverty-matters/2012/aug/27/david-cameron-development-theory-convenient
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/poverty-matters/2012/aug/27/david-cameron-development-theory-convenient
http://www.worldwewant2015.org/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/jun/23/rio-20-earth-summit-document
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/jun/23/rio-20-earth-summit-document
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/oct/31/developing-nations-fishing-protected-un
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/oct/31/developing-nations-fishing-protected-un
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/oct/03/eu-policy-building-resilience-disaster
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the development committee that both the high-level panel and the working group on sustainability 
share one secretariat, saying the end result will be "one development agenda". But climate talks are 
making painfully slow progress, with the prospect of, at best, a weak deal in 2015 that will not come 
into force until 2020. "Getting rid of poverty is about making more stuff and giving it to more 
people," said Claire Melamed, head of growth and equity at the Overseas Development Institute 
thinktank. "It's a popular thing to do, but climate change is about sharing out limited resources. 
Politically it's of a totally different order of magnitude and so contentious." 

What about the unmet MDG goals? 

The MDGs, which were agreed in New York in September 2000, set out eight specific – and 
ambitious – goals for the international community, including eradicating extreme poverty and 
hunger, achieving universal primary school education, and reducing maternal and child mortality 
rates. Some of those goals in some countries are expected to be achieved by the 2015 deadline; 
others definitely will not. The World Bank says the goal of halving global poverty will be met, as the 
population share of extremely poor people in developing countries is projected to fall from 29% in 
1990 to 12% in 2015. The world has also met the target of halving the proportion of people without 
access to improved sources of water, and it has achieved parity in primary education between girls 
and boys. But the child mortality MDG is not likely to be met. The high-level panel said after its first 
meeting at the UN general assembly in New York in September that it plans to bring this unfinished 
business into the new framework. 

What should be in the next set of goals? 

Melamed points to the differing set of circumstances confronting this panel. The MDGs, she says, 
were essentially cooked up by a group of rich countries deciding how they wanted to spend their 
aid to help poor countries. Now most poverty is in middle-income countries, many of which are 
themselves donors (India, for example). A 2010 report by Andy Sumner of the Institute of 
Development Studies found that 70% of the world's poorest people live in middle-income 
countries, so tackling inequality is one of the most effective ways to accelerate progress towards 
eradicating poverty. But countries such as India can be expected to resist being told what to do 
within their borders. The panel sees the importance of taking on new challenges in a changed world 
in any framework. They include the importance of inclusive growth (a fallout of the Arab spring), 
conflict and gender equality. For Melamed, a good agreement on a development agenda after 2015 
will be one with few issues, some numbers, and with obligations and commitments for all countries. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/oct/24/un-panel-development-goals-ambitious-timetable
http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/clairemelamed
http://www.odi.org.uk/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/datablog/2012/jun/14/race-against-time-health-mdg
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/datablog/2012/jun/14/race-against-time-health-mdg
http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTDECPROSPECTS/0,,contentMDK:23112468~pagePK:64165401~piPK:64165026~theSitePK:476883,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/mar/06/water-millennium-development-goals
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/mar/06/water-millennium-development-goals
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/jul/04/mdgs-girls-match-boys-primary-school-enrolment
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/jul/04/mdgs-girls-match-boys-primary-school-enrolment
http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/2012/sep/13/world-target-development-goal-child-mortality
http://www.ids.ac.uk/idspublication/the-new-bottom-billion-and-the-mdgs-a-plan-of-action
http://www.ids.ac.uk/idspublication/the-new-bottom-billion-and-the-mdgs-a-plan-of-action

